“MUSIC . . . CAN NAME THE UNNAMEABLE AND COMMUNICATE THE
UNKNOWABLE.” - LEONARD BERNSTEIN

AUDIO :
THE NEW VISUAL

by Geniene Preston, CEO, SA Commuter Radio
“Maybe storytelling belongs in audio - a short story is the length of a commute. That can be a
sacred spot where you have the ear of the reader without having to compete with other media
like games or TV” Paolo Bacigalupi
The quotes can go on and on about audio being the theatre of the mind and the power of
audio. But in the last few years nothing has grown faster, become more prevalent than
audio. In all its glory. As children we listened to the radio and radio when it left the floor and
became portable, took the 60’s to another level. Sport and story telling became a reason to
carry anything from a Ghetto Blaster to a tiny Walkman, from a transistor radio to a Boom
box.
The sound crackled and swished its way through the airwaves and signals were terrible
except if you lived in a big city. The aerials ranged from wire coathangers to wiring wrapped
up the curtains and up the chimney. Remote communication was here to stay.
Car Radios were a hit in the 1930’s when car tunes was somewhat life before mobile
technology. The designer stereos available in today’s cars—be they luxury sedans or cheap
sporty coupes—have 80 years of development behind them. Here’s a look at the landmark
advancements in car radios that evolved into today’s iPod hookups and satellite radio. (read
more here about the history of car radios).
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way to reach
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online experiences in
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beyond.

And while audiences may be found
in reach and frequencies, attention is
found in environments. The Attention
Economy, a new way of evaluating
how we buy and sell, invites the
industry to take a step forward and
evaluate not just the ad space you
buy, but the environment you’re
reaching. At Spotify, we strongly
believe that your audience’s
environment matters, and would
argue not all impressions are created

Read more about this study by
clicking here…
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In light of all the research and new
studies, Xactavent launched not
only its generic channel, SA
Commuter Radio, streamed to
South Africans living locally and
abroad as well as in various outlets
such as hospitals, pubs, lifestyle
living facilities and other public
domains, but it also has launched
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History, Shopping, Gaming and
even uncomfortable conversaions
(with gender based violence rearing
its ugly head during the pandemic
audio has proved that it can reach
people where the privacy of head
phones means the abuser cannot
switch the victim from finding the
right help) all have found a niche
for worldwide listeners. In a country
where disadvantaged communities
cannot access virtual education,
audio finds its way into
headphones. In most communities
the older children look after the
younger ones and are unable to
spend time on line looking at a
small screen. With audio they need
only headphones and the printed
work can be delivered to their
home or their home based study
group. Cracked screens and
cheaper phones also mean less
data and therefore again audio
saves the day.

The past decade was dominated by
the proliferation of visual media,
which has led us to a moment of
reflection as people are starting to
show signs of screen fatigue and are
shifting their attention to audio.
Fifty-six percent of Gen Zs and
millennials agree that audio is an
escape from too much visual
stimulation. The percentage of
Americans who listen to streaming
audio has doubled since 2012. And
with the rise of podcasts, smart
speakers, and connected cars, it's not
surprising—audio is now a companion
to our daily lives. Watching a video or
scrolling through Instagram locks us
to our screens, but we can listen to
music or a podcast while doing the
dishes, riding the train, or even
working. What’s more, audio
enhances these screenless
experiences, offering more moments
for marketers to connect. This is why
audio should be a larger part of the
conversation.
Audio is flexible, ubiquitous and
unique in its ability to follow a user
throughout their day. Spotify’s users
listen across devices for an average
of 2.6 hours per day. Studies show
that people use music to regulate
their moods and emotions more than
for any other purpose. People use
music to run faster, get through
breakups, and take them back to
their favourite memories.
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It’s a hands-free medium that can move with them throughout their day, listened to anywhere and anytime. In a crowded
content landscape, the promise of audio is a powerful one. It expands the reach of your marketing significantly, attracting
listeners who simply prefer audio content, or who can’t use other forms of content.
Portable and versatile, audio offers brands a unique way to cut through the visual clutter and increase personalization,
convenience, and loyalty with meaningful content. And consumers are very willing to listen up.
According to Nielsen, four out of ten households have more than one smart speaker, and in a typical week, 90% use it for
music, while 68% are listening to news. In the last month, 37% have listened to a podcast in the last month, 24% listen
weekly, and 16 million people in the U.S. are avid fans. Click here to follow the story....

SA Commuter started back in 2010 and has
since risen to the ranks of online Radio. It has
now grown to extend to special interest
channels all launching within the month of
September 2021.
Click here to download the app or here to
visit the website www.sacommuter.com
It is with great thanks to all of those who
walked this journey with me that we are
now able to begin a new one. A great way to
reach more listeners and educate so many
that need both to be educated and
entertained.
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